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Electricity & Magnetism 



Types of electric charge
 Protons w/ ‘+’ charge “stuck” in the 

nucleus

 Electrons w/ ‘-’ charge freely moving 
around the nucleus in orbits



Conductors

 Allow the easy flow of electricity

 loosely bound electrons that are free to 
move from atom to atom

 metals like aluminum, gold, copper and 

silver 



Insulators
 Insulators – resists the flow of electrons

 hold more tightly to their valence 

electrons: 

 plastic, rubber, glass



Interactions between charges
 same as in magnetism

 Unlike magnetism were on a magnet there is always 

a + on one end and a – on the other end of the 

magnet

 electrical charges can exist alone

 Like charge repel

 Opposite charges attract



Electric Fields
 Exert a force through the force field in all 

directions from the charged particle

 When a charged particle enters the force field of 

another particle it is either attracted or repelled

 The diagram represents stronger force as the lines 

get closer & closer together



Static Charge
 Latin word “Stasis” which means “Stays”

 Objects are typically “Neutral” w/ the same # of protons and 

electrons

 They can become “charged” by gaining or losing electrons –

 NOT PROTONS! – They stay in the nucleus!

 The buildup of these charges is “Static Electricity”

 In Static Electricity the charges build up and STAY; 

 they don’t flow as they do in electric currents



Static Discharge
 Objects don’t hold a static charge forever – objects tend 

toward equilibrium – they “want” to be neutral

 When electrons move toward this equilibrium – static 

discharge occurs

 Humidity – water (a polar molecule) vapor in the air pulls 

electrons off negatively charged objects, preventing static 

charges to build up

 Sparks & Lightning - objects reaching static equilibrium



Voltage
 Voltage – causes current to flow through an electrical circuit, this is 

the electromotive force. 

 Volt – unit of measure to measure this potential

 A Voltage Source (battery or generator) is required to maintain the 

electrical potential in a circuit.



Electrical Current
 Water flowing thru a pipe depends on more than the 

angle of the pipe. It also depends on the length of the 

pipe, diameter of the pipe and if the pipe is clogged or 

open.

 Electrical Current is measured in Amperes

 Amount of Electrical Current ( amps) depends on more 

than just Voltage, it depends on the Resistance found in 
the circuit.



Electrical Resistance
 the opposition to the flow of electricity –

 measured in Ohms – symbol is the Greek letter Omega -

 Water flowing thru a pipe depends on more than the angle of the 

pipe. It also depends on the length of the pipe, diameter of the pipe 

and if the pipe is clogged or open.

 Electricity will take the path of least resistance

 The greater the resistance, the less current there is for a given 

voltage.

 a. Longer wires have greater resistance than short wires

 b. Thin wires have more resistance than thick wire

 c. Good conductors have less resistance than insulators





Alternating Current
 The flow of an induced current may be constant or may change 

direction

 Alternating current – AC – as a coil is moved up & down on a 

magnet repeatedly the current would reverse direction each time

 A current that changes direction

 The electricity in our homes is AC

 AC generators- simply a backwards motor

 a. requires a mechanical source to spin the axle

 b. which in turn spins the loop/armature which will induce a current.

 c. Attached to each end of the coil loop are Slip Rings – which spin &

 d. transfers the electricity to the brushes & the rest of the circuit



Direct Current
 Direct current – DC – the current resulting in electrons flowing from 

high potential to lower potential

 a. Therefore it moves in one direction only

 b. The electricity stored in batteries is DC

 DC Generator 

 Similar to an AC generator but has a single Commutator 

instead of two slip rings



Current Comparison
Alternating Current 

 AC electricity alternates its 

direction in a back-and-forth 

motion

 The direction alternates between 

50 and 60 times per second

 voltage can be readily changed 

(TRANSFORMERS)

 capacitors and inductors in 

electronic circuitry, allowing 

for a wide range of 

applications.

Direct Current 

 direct current (DC) electricity flows 

in one direction through a wire

 It is difficult, not efficient, or not 

possible to change the voltage of 

DC, nor ideal for circuitry 

applications. 

 DC applications can be more 

efficient, such as a DC electrical 

motor or like a fan.

 Simplicity 



Sources 

AC

 Electromagnetic Induction 

 Aka Generators

DC

 Battery Cells 

 Solar Cells 

 DC Generators 



Dry cell & Wet cell
 Wet Cell – the electrolyte is a liquid (car battery)

 i. In a car battery, Electrolyte is sulfuric acid the “+” terminal is lead 

oxide and the “-“ terminal is lead metal

 Dry Cell – the electrolyte is not really dry; but is a paste

 i. Standard AA, C, D type batteries, electrolyte is a paste. The “+” 

terminal is







Series Circuits
 Series Circuits – provides only one path for the electrons to 

follow

 1. A break in the circuit stops the flow of electricity to all other parts of the 

circuit

 2. With multiple light bulbs (more resistance) the current reduces & the 

dimmer the lights become

 3. To find the resistance in a series circuit add up all the resistors in the 
circuit. 



Schematic Diagrams
 All circuits need at least the following

 Power supply, wire, resistors, other items include switches, connectors, 

meters, etc. 

 There is a set of standard symbols used to represent these items 

in a diagram of the circuit



Find the Resistance, Then Solve for the current using Ohm’s Law



Parallel Circuits
 Parallel circuits – the different parts of the circuit are on separate 

branches

 A break (burn out light bulb) in the circuit doesn’t stop the flow to the 

remaining devices

 Multiple light bulbs will remain the same brightness since the resistance is not 

decreasing as it does in a series circuit.

 Each pathway can be separately switched off w/out affecting the others

 Household circuits – Wired in parallel, with a standard of 120 volts

 Voltmeters are wired in parallel



Parallel Circuits

 The more paths the LESS the resistance

 Water example again: added pipes coming from a 

large tank will allow more water to flow out that a 

single pipe.

 Therefore as resistance decreases, current 

increases; they are inversely proportional

 To calculate resistance in a parallel  circuit add 

the Reciprocals of all resistance. For example if 

you had two resistors in parallel each with 2 

ohms resistance. Add the reciprocals to find the 

total resistance of the circuit to be ½ ohms. 



Find the total resistance, then Calculate the current. 



Advantages and Disadvantages

Series Circuit 

 Pros: 

 Less wires

 Simple

 = current throughout 

 Cons: 

 Current Load causes Drop

 Resistance (Ohms Ω)

 A circuit break kills whole 

circuit

Parallel Circuit 

 Pros: 

 Less Resistance 

 A circuit break does not kill 

whole circuit 

 Current Load can be 

manipulated

 Cons

 Requires more Materials

 Complex

 Reciprocals for Ω calculations



Electric Current & Magnetic Fields
 When electric charges run thru a wire they create an electric current – a 

flow of charge thru a material

 An electric current produces a magnetic field

 An electric current through a coil of wire around a nail produces a magnet

 Electric circuit – a complete path through which electric current can flow
 Each circuit has a source of electrical energy

 Have devices that are run by the electric current

 Connected by conducting wires and a switch



Mechanical & Electrical Energy
 Mechanical energy – energy associated w/ movement (kinetic) or 

position (potential)

 Electrical energy – energy associated w/ electrical current

 Energy is changed from one form to another

 When a current carrying wire is placed in a magnetic field, electrical energy is 

converted into mechanical energy ( a motor is made)



Electric Motors
 Converts electrical energy into mechanical energy

 How they work:

 a. The current induces a magnetic field in the wire.

 b. As the motor turns the forces push up on one side and down 

on the other

 c. The side that was pushed down on the right is now pushed up 

on the left and it begins to cycle over and over.



Parts of a Motor
 Commutator, Brushes, Armature, Permanent Magnet, Current Source

 Commutator - device that reverses the flow of current thru an electric motor

 i. Two parts of a ring each attached to one end of the wire loop

 ii. When the loop rotates, so does the Commutator

 iii. As it rotates, the Commutator slides past two contact points called brushes

 Brushes – contact point between the Commutator and the power source

Permanent magnet- attracts & repels 

the coils w/in the armature thus allowing 

the motor to spin rapidly

Current source – supplies the electrical 

energy needed to the brushes which 

transfers to the commutator

Armature – instead of a single loop of 

wire most electric motors have dozens or 

hundreds of loops of wire wrapped 

around a metal core



Generating Electric Current
 Induction of electric current - making a current flow in a wire

 1. Moving a coil of wire up and down in a magnetic field or

 2. Moving a magnetic field up and down through a coil of wire



Generating Electricity
 Converts mechanical energy into electrical energy

 An electric motor uses electricity to produce motion

 A generator uses motion to produce electricity 

 Generating Electricity - turbines attached to many 

different devices to help generate electricity from 

mechanical energy: Wind turbines, steam turbines, water 

(hydroelectric dams) tides, nuclear (San Onofre )

 Also Solar electric cells and chemical 

reactions (dry cell batteries and wet cell )

 Turbines – the “fins attached to the 

axle of a generator that act as a 

“propeller”



Transformers
 1. Remember resistance occurs anytime current is sent thru a wire.

 2. Power companies have found that very high voltages can travel more 

efficiently thru the wires

 3. Once electricity is generated, it is transformed (in a step up transformer) 

to a very high voltage ( up to 750,000 volts) then sent along the 

transmission lines

 4. Voltage is then reduced at a substation at a step-down transformer to a 

lower voltage ( between 2,000 & 5,000 volts)

 5. Electricity is then sent throughout the neighborhood and as it comes into 

the home it is step-downed one more time to the 110 volts required for our 

household appliances and tools



Changing Voltage with a Transformer
 1. Transformer – piece of iron with two wires coiled around it. The coils 

do not come into contact w/ each other

 2. Transformers work only with AC currents, not DC currents and is 

accomplished by Induction

 3. The loops are labeled primary coil/winding, electricity coming into the 

transformer; the secondary coil is the loop/winding coming out.



 If the number of loops in both the 

primary & secondary coils are the 

same, there is no change in 

voltage or current

 If the primary coils are greater 

than the secondary coils, the 

voltage steps down

 If the primary coils are fewer than 

the secondary coils, the voltage is 

stepped up

 If volts go up; the amps go down, 

if volts go down, amps go up. 

Watts will always remain the 

same

Changing Voltage with a Transformer



Changing Voltage with a Transformer
 Step-up or step-down voltage is directly proportional to the number 

of coils present

 a. If primary has 10 coils & secondary has 50 coils: voltage increases 5x

 b. If primary has 100 coils and secondary has10 coils: voltage decreases 

by 10x

 c. watts= volts x amps, Since watts on both sides of the transformer stays 

the same:

• i. when voltage goes up on the secondary side the amps will have to go down

• ii. when voltage goes down on the secondary side the amps will have to go up!


